
HACKSAW 

 
A Hack Saw is a hand saw with a fine 
toothed blade generally used for 
cutting metals and plastics.  For 
wood, use a hand saw or coping saw.  

 

 

KEY RISKS: 

• Blade not secure or dull 
• Cut table or vice 
• Slips, Trips and Falls 
• Temperature 

 
 

SAFETY: 

1. Make a cutting mark on the 
material. Guide the saw on the waste 
side of the mark. The mark line 
should be visible after the cut. 

2. Make sure correct blade is secured 
with tension to avoid buckling.  

3. While cutting can be done with 
both pushing and pulling strokes, 
cutting on the pull stroke increases 
blade tension, improving control of 
the cut and lengthening blade life.  

4. Keep a balanced stance when using 
the hacksaw. Make sure others 
maintain a distance of three or more 
feet.  

5. Use the correct blade for the 
material. High Speed Steel (HSS) 
blades are used for tough, resistant 
materials whilst High Carbon Steel 
blades are for general cutting. 
Selecting the correct number of teeth 
per inch (25mm) is also important. 
The general rule is that at least three 
teeth should extend across the 
surface of the material to be cut. 

 

6. Cut edges are filed smooth after 
cutting

 
 
NAME 
 

              

Preparation 
Cuts marked neatly and accurately with scribe or marker               
Object to be cut is plastic or metal               
Object secured in vice or with clamps               
Setup 
Tool held firmly with two hands, one on handle, one on 
frame 

              

Safety goggles and hearing protection on               
Appropriate clothing (no scarves or draping clothes)               
Hair, Jewelry tied back/removed               
Predetermined plan for sequence of cuts               
Operation 
Relief cuts for curves               
Maintain awareness of safety zone               
Check cut piece for accuracy                
File sharp edges               
Clean Up 
Use dust buster to clean up shavings, debris in trash               
Put hacksaw and file away               
Overall 
Safe and competent               
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